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In addition to touring in support of Honeymoon, she contributed vocals to the Weeknd 's chart-topping third
LP, Starboy, and began recording for her own follow-up. The album received generally favorable reviews and
became Del Rey's third number-one album in the United Kingdom , and second number-one album in the
United States. In April of that year, a CD of originals was registered under her birth name with the U. I was
interested in God and how technology could bring us closer to finding out where we came from and why. Del
Rey wasted no time following Ultraviolence. She released the official cover art for Lust for Life on April 11, 
But here, with delicacy and grace, he and Lana find new wings in minimalism, fresh air to breathe, a structural
relief. While she attended Fordham University, she continued to play music and she started getting serious
around  In May , British fashion house Mulberry released the "Del Rey" bag, inspired by its namesake's
signature style. He is known as a producer with a lot of integrity and who had an interest in making music that
wasn't just pop. By that point, Del Rey had attained the ideal she intended to be: a damaged torch singer
designed as the tragic romantic icon for her age. In , Del Rey was featured on The Weeknd 's third studio
album Starboy , [] providing backing vocals on " Party Monster " and lead vocals on "Stargirl Interlude".
Shortly after, she moved to London , and moved in with Mawson "for a few years". It explores a sound close
to the golden age of jazz", she said. In , Lana Del Rey stopped performing in front of the American flag. To be
honest, it wasn't going to be the single but people have really responded to it. In early , she released "Love,"
the first single from her fourth full-length album, Lust for Life, which arrived in July of that year. Throughout
, various singles and videos surfaced -- these included a cover of Leonard Cohen 's "Chelsea Hotel 2," as well
as a cover of Lee Hazlewood 's "Summer Wine" performed with her then-boyfriend, Barrie-James O'Neill --
but her biggest release of the year was the new song "Young and Beautiful," penned for Baz Luhrmann 's
adaptation of The Great Gatsby. I was going to Miami quite a lot at the time, speaking a lot of Spanish with
my friends from Cuba â€” Lana Del Rey reminded us of the glamour of the seaside. For the cover, she
collaborated with producer Justin Parker. But on Norman Fucking Rockwell! The tour began in North
America during January [] and concluded in August. Kill Kill appeared digitally in , and over the next two
years, Grant became Lana Del Rey, digitally releasing a full self-titled album under that name in  Del Rey's
performance was defended by the evening program's guest host, actor Daniel Radcliffe , despite not having
seen her performance. Before graduating in , she moved to North Bergen, New Jersey. It was half-inspired
because I didn't have many friends, and I was hoping that I would meet people and fall in love and start a
community around me, the way they used to do in the '60s. Hope is dangerous because the world fails women,
and the bigotry to which American power is currently pitched ensures it. Lana neatly cuts through that
outmoded fantasy with an emphatic fucking hyphen mark of irreverence, or enthusiasm, or both. Del Rey
announced that summer while performing at Lollapalooza in Brazil that the lawsuit was "over". Following a
hit remix of her single "Summertime Sadness," she steadily gained not only popularity but respect; her second
album, 's Ultraviolence, received positive reviews to accompany her sales, and her imitators of which there
were many became merely an alluring accessory. As Lana revives American myths, with an empty deadpan
that would make Lou Reed proud, she also exposes them. And Lana has an anthem for that, too. Before
showing the film, Del Rey told the audience "I really just wanted us all to be together so I could try and
visually close out my chapter before I release the new record, Ultraviolence ". During the first months of , she
worked on a third full-length album and announced a co-headlining summer tour with Courtney Love. Eight
of the shows featured Courtney Love , [] and ten of the shows featured Grimes. Where her elegant wordplay
once made her the Patron Saint of Internet Feelings, she now sounds like a millennial troubadourâ€”singing
tales of beloved bartenders and broken men, of fast cars and all of the senses, of freedom and transformation
and the wreckage of being alive. As ever, Lana regards the despondency of existence as a realist, offering a
funhouse reflection of the way we live. But hope does not elude us yet. You can hear the room everywhere,
and for all the spectral harmonies and cinematic splendor, it sounds like Lana alone, embracing classic
Angeleno isolation. All of these releases -- including a cover of the Disney standard "Once Upon a Dream" for
the Disney film Maleficent -- kept Del Rey in the spotlight as she worked on her second album.


